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Yealink Headsets + Handset DECT Solution is a wireless DECT collaboration solution with DECT headsets, handsets and 

base included for retail, hospitality and healthcare especially. It delivers a real-time communication of multi-locations in 

industrial scenarios with more ideal e�iciency and convenience.

HEADSET + HANDSET
DECT SOLUTION 



W70B+DECT Headset+W57R

To check the inventory with the warehouse hands-free while moving

Recommended Products: W70B+WH62+W57H

FOR RETAIL

· Push-to-talk: Hold mute bu�on and send push-to-talk messages to colleagues. 

    Super easy to use and e�icient.

· Speed dial: Dial the frequently used numbers directly



FOR HOSPITALITY
W80+DECT Headset+W78H

To check with the back o�ice while serving the customers at the same time

Recommended Products: W80B+WH62+W78H

· Highly scalable solution supports up to 100 endpoints. Greatly helpful to meet the

    demand in peak times.



FOR HEALTHCARE
W90+DECT Headset+W59R

To make the doctors and nurses always keep in touch with each other 

Recommended Products: W90+WH62+W59R

· Big system support up to 2000 endpoints with VIM license, help you meet demand

    in peak times.



SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS

Make outgoing calls with a handset 

for scheduling

All-day wear comfort

the soft leather ear cushions give 

you all-day comfort, the headband is 

also adjustable to suit your needs

Answer incoming calls with hands free: 

Answer calls when on the go



MODEL COMPARISON

System Features

W70B Solution W80 Solution W90 Solution
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Max. number of base stations 

Max. number of endpoints 

Max. number of parallel calls 

1 

10 

20 

30 

100 

100

60 

250 

250 

Basic Features

Register DECT headsets to base 

DECT headsets compatibility  

√ 

•Standalone mode 

•Pair with DECT handsets 

√ 

•Standalone mode 

•Pair with DECT handsets 

√ 

•Standalone mode 

•Pair with DECT handsets 

Advanced Features

Push-to-talk
(both headsets and handsets) 

Speed dial 

Internal shared lines 

Internal intercom 

Auto answer 

√(coming soon) 

√(coming soon) 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√(coming soon) 

×

√ 

×

√ 

√(coming soon) 

×

√ 

×

√ 


